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&#10024;#5 Barridas time! Mix of barridas one after the other ******************** MARIELA SAMETBAND & GUILLERMO BARRIONUEVO (EL PEQUE)
Alexandra Bobrova alexandra.bobrova@gmail.com
Tanzschule Svabek Liechtensteinstraße 41, 1090 Wien
Mariela Sametband and Gillermo Barrionuevo (aka El Peque) are well known and loved in Vienna.
They are surprisingly harmonious in a pair, although each of them is a unique individuality! They have a lot of charm and a great
sense of humor.
Their lessons will definitely be fun and very useful, because each of the maestros has an amazing school and a phenomenal
technique.PROGRAM
Friday, September 9
19.00 &ndash; 20.30 #1 Technique lesson: how to flow while dancing (single and couples)
20.45 &ndash; 22.15 #2 Secrets to improve communication and connectionSaturday, September 10
14.00 &ndash; 15.30 #3 Super lesson of sacadas and ganchos
15.45 &ndash; 17.15 #4 Centrifugal movements! Adrenaline time!
21.00 &ndash; 02.00 GRAND MILONGA & SHOWSunday, September 11
15.00 &ndash; 16.30 #5 Barridas time! Mix of barridas one after the other
16.45 &ndash; 18.15 #6 Milonga! Fun and playfulEarly bird price list (payments till August 31 included)
6 lessons = 162 € (27 € per lesson)
5 lessons = 145 € (29 € per lesson)
4 lessons = 124 € (31 € per lesson)
3 lessons = 99 € (33 € per lesson)
2 lessons = 70 € (35 € per lesson)
1 lesson = 37 €
FullPackage (6 lessons + milonga) 175 €
Saturday milonga & Show: 20 €Price list for payments received from September 1:
6 lessons - 190 €
5 lessons - 170 €
4 lessons - 144 €
3 lessons - 114 €
2 lessons - 82 €
1 lesson - 45 €
FullPackage (6 lessons + milonga) 200 €
Saturday milonga & Show: 20 €Private lessons available (only by request in advance)
with one of maestros: 110 €
with both of maestros: 150 €
*1 hour for 1 person or a couple, including rent of space Registration only in couples. If you need a partner for lessons, feel free to
contact me. Maybe I will find someone for you :)
For more info please contact: alexandra.bobrova@gmail.comWhatsApp +4367764112570
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